
Welcome!









This meeting 
is different



Workshop - have your say

• Crossref at a turning point
• Scholarly research and communications is rapidly 

changing
• Data shows things have shifted dramatically
• Need more discourse 
• You are here to help shape the next phase
• You are here to talk to each other
• Follow and tweet #CRLIVE19 (see/share photos of 

slides and data)



Agenda, Wednesday, November 13

13:45     Welcome & objectives (Ed)
14:00     The perceived value of Crossref (Ginny)
14:20     Strategic scene-setting (Ed)
14:45     Break
15:15     "In their own words" talks 

   Wrap-up: Striving for balance (Geoffrey) 
16:30     Governance & board election (Lisa)
16:30     Introduction to workshops 
17:00     Reception: Chat over drinks and canapes



Agenda, Thursday, November 14

08:45 Grab a coffee & find your assigned roundtable
09:00 Workshop 1: What is our mission and who do we serve?
10:00 Report back & discussion
11:00 Break
11:30 Workshop 2: How are we sustained?
12:15 Report back & discussion
13:15 Lunch
14:15 Workshop 3: How should our priorities change?
15:15 Report back & discussion
16:15 Next steps & follow-up
17:00 Close



Fact File

Our annual report this year is a workbook based 
around a set of statistics, tables and charts, with key 
questions posed throughout as a guide for the 
workshops.

Cite as: “Crossref Annual Report & Fact File 
2018-19”, retrieved [date], 
https://doi.org/10.13003/y8ygwm5
Ginny Hendricks; Ed Pentz; Rosa Clark; Ryan McFall; Dominika Tkaczyk; Anna Tolwinska

https://doi.org/10.13003/y8ygwm5


crossref.org/strategy

https://www.crossref.org/strategy/


Value research

The report of our survey and interviews into the value 
of Crossref is now available as a google slide deck:

bit.ly/crvalue

http://bit.ly/crvalue


Discussion - have your say

Roundtable discussion groups: For the Thursday 
workshops we are organised into tables of 11 with 
facilitators:

W1:  What is our mission and who do we serve?

W2:  How is Crossref sustained?

W3:  How should priorities change?



Thanks to our brilliant staff 
for their unfailing resilience, 

balance, and diligence, in these 
times of dynamic change.



Perceived value 
of Crossref



Research into the value of Crossref

• 40+ 1:1 telephone interviews 
• Only in English and UK timezone so quite weighted

• 600+ survey respondents (much more global)
• Members of all sizes & types, metadata users + 

community
• Asked about mission, perception, services
• First such wide-ranging study - still to digest all the 

feedback
• Full report at bit.ly/crvalue

http://bit.ly/crvalue


Overall perceptions: solar system vs desert
Community-driven, not concerned w/ 
commercial gain, mision appreciated.

Friendly, helpful, staff, collaborative 
with diverse stakeholders.

Aiding discoverability/findability 

Distracted/self-interested 

Opaque (no product roadmap)

Technical debt, unclear documentation

“Planet Crossref is also investing in 
space travel and investing in 
exploring other planets within the 
solar system, or beyond it, and 
trying to make those connections.”

“Vast swaths of lush green fields 
which are well-cared for ... things 
work beautifully. And then it quickly 
devolves into decaying areas where 
there’s a fading out into desert. A few 
little oases along the way that show 
prospect of something grander, but 
there’s a large desert you have to 
cross to get there.” 



Asked what our mission is
Most agreed:
• To improve the persistence and stability of content
• To enable its discoverability
• To improve its interconnectedness

Some confusion:
• To push open science and encourage open 

access by default
• To sustain current publishing models 



Recent changes
On the plus side:
• Outreach expansion
• Professionalism
• Innovation

One or two don’t like:
• Been too open to new publishing models/content 

types (issues of quality?)
• New “non-member” services

“I think they’ve become much more 
than just a service, they’re very much 
an influencer and they’re part of the 
discussion that’s going on in 
scholarly communications now. 
…they lend weight to the argument 
that’s going on at the time about 
something, a good example again 
being organisational IDs.”

Society Publisher



Some large publishers feeling left behind

• An organization that serves the needs of scholarly 
publishers, and represents the industry. 

• A distinction made between traditional publishers 
which takes into account their historic contribution 
to Crossref, and smaller content owners, e.g. 
independent journals or those working with 
sponsoring organizations. 

• Any change in this strategy which alters the balance 
of value should mean a change to the 
sustainability model – they want to pay less for 
content registration. 

EXPECTATION EXPERIENCE

• A scholarly communications infrastructure organisation 
which seeks to develop services to funders, institutions, 
researchers and new players in the scholarly 
information discovery chain. 

• A  feeling that the funding burden significantly falls to 
the larger, traditional publishers, with Crossref income 
remaining largely correlated with content registration 
volumes. 



Value for small/medium members vs. large

Large scale and strong reputations 
means that visibility is not a priority.

Faltering profits from traditional models 
mean that corporate survival was 
balanced against support for the wider 
community.

Feeling that costs should reduce with 
scale.

LARGESMALL/MEDIUM

Their fees feel 
manageable, there are 
tangible benefits to being 
more visible, and they are 
invested in Crossref’s 
mission.



Tensions between some content 
owners and metadata use
“I don’t know that Crossref really appreciates any more the mission of 
traditional publishers. (How?) Well advocating, making our metadata free, 
our citation data free and for use by other companies to set up services 
using our own data.”

-  Large society

“If there are people who provide the kinds of services we do, the kind of 
database products where the metadata is useful, but don’t publish 
anything, then they can get all of that value by paying very little, we’re not 
really contributing to where the value lies, right? It’s almost like we’re 
paying to have Crossref make money from distributing metadata and 
enabling our competitors to take advantage of it, which makes no sense.”

- Publisher



However, metadata distribution seen 
as key member value by majority
“Linking and the availability of metadata had been tremendously 
helpful to scholarly communications over the years, accelerating the 
pace of innovation”.

• Huge user of metadata: members 
• All working groups or new metadata initiatives are initiated by 

members, e.g.:
• Initiating new metadata projects: 
• License urls, 
• Full-text links (TDM); 
• “author DOIs” (ORCID);  
• funding data; 
• updates/retractions



Functional value vs. higher order
• Working with Crossref also conferred important higher order 

benefits to respondents, making them feel current and keeping them 
plugged into the conversation.  For one, this made them feel like they 
were taking “a step into the future”. They wanted to feel part of a 
wider community, and Crossref represented an important information 
hub for them. 

• Crossref provided validation for those publishing on a smaller 
scale that the work they were dealing with had real impact – not just 
in academia, but across wider society. Some Crossref users really 
valued seeing the development of more and more functions 
based upon the infrastructure, especially where they involved new 
data, or less work for them. 



Crossref for Open Scholarship

• Supporting open scholarship: Working with Crossref was a 
natural extension of organisational commitments to open 
scholarship.    

• Being connected to others: Feeling part of a wider 
community pushing towards these aims felt like an important 
part of many organisations’ core identity, and enabled them to 
stay current.

• Fighting the Reproducibility crisis: For some sponsoring 
organisations, their work was in the name of creating all round 
better science, and they felt Crossref was best placed to equip 
them with the tools to do this. 



DOI brand vs Crossref brand
• Crossref largely promoted the DOI in 

the early days over its own service
• Now problems with the “get a DOI” 

mentality (e.g. govt mandates, 
confusion between Crossref and 
DataCite)

• Despite best efforts, concerning that 
DOI is seen by some as a mark of 
scholarly credibility

• Some belief that working with 
Crossref provides “validation” but we 
do not vet for deceptive publishing

“DOIs - it’s sort of the gateway drug. 
It’s like, ‘Okay, you need DOIs, you 
have a sense of that as important’, 
but once you’ve get in there, saying, 
“Look, you can get access to this 
plagiarism check, or similarity check 
early in peer review. You want to 
know when people are quoting 
your…citing your article on Twitter or 
on blogs, well, Crossref actually 
already has a version of that, with 
event data.”

Publishing service/tool



Community hub
• Many respondents took value from the way blogs and conference 

appearances kept them informed, and created an informal 
network where best practice and new developments could be 
shared. 

• For many this is what ‘community’ meant – a loose grouping 
which Crossref helped to bind together via standardisation and 
information provision.  

• Many respondents told us of how they trusted Crossref’s stance 
on various sector issues, and valued the leadership they 
provided. 

• A space for publishers to openly discuss sector and technical 
developments, focusing on the needs of all stakeholders and 
coming to agreements with mutual benefits for the industry as a 
whole. 



If Crossref went away 1/2

• Research outputs would be worse, because of the additional costs 
and time required to access the same materials

• The landscape would become balkanised and complex to manoeuvre 
within

• Large publishers would likely profiteer from the content they held, 
which was felt to be incompatible with the value of open scholarship

• The end to progressive developments with the likes of preprints

• An existential threat to scholarship in general, with many less likely to 
support this agenda if there was the scope for such catastrophe.



If Crossref went away 2/2
• A sense of ‘chaos’ in the scholarly publishing ecosystem 

• Less discoverable content for smaller publishers, with the very small 
perhaps unable to publish digitally at all

• New workflows, and a great deal of internal work required to look for 
alternative arrangements, or to create these themselves

• The end of their business for smaller enterprises unable to pay for 
alternatives.

• For those that used multiple services, this would mean negotiating a 
swathe of new contracts from different suppliers

• Enterprises had invested huge amounts of time getting to grips with 
Crossref and aligning their systems, which would need to be spent 
again



Striving for balance - have your say

Striving for balance.
Have your say



Strategic 
scene-setting



As Crossref prepares to turn 20
in January 2020 we have an 

opportunity



Crossref has stayed ahead - but not 
too far ahead - of developments in 

the community



More than ever, we need to have
this discussion with a broad and 

representative group.



Crossref makes research outputs easy to find, cite, 
link, assess, and reuse.

We’re a not-for-profit membership organization that 
exists to make scholarly communications better. 

Our mission



“To promote the development 
and cooperative use of new and 
innovative technologies to 
speed and facilitate scientific 
and other scholarly research.”



Our truthsOur truths



crossref.org/strategy



Strategic roadmap









* OECD (2019), Purchasing power parities (PPP) (indicator), https://doi.org/10.1787/1290ee5a-en
**Ukraine data from https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/pa.nus.ppp?end=2017&start=2017&view=bar 

https://doi.org/10.1787/1290ee5a-en
https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/pa.nus.ppp?end=2017&start=2017&view=bar




It’s okay, we have the 
Membership & Fees Committee

(representing the largest 1.19% of members 😳)

https://emojipedia.org/flushed-face/








We wouldn’t have most of this metadata if 
weren’t for the large publishers. Also, they’ve  
invested a lot in:

• Initiating new metadata projects: license urls, 
full-text links (TDM); “author DOIs” (ORCID);  
funding data; updates/retractions 

• Putting skilled staff on working groups, 
chairing groups, writing papers

Large publishers have pushed 
Crossref to progress





Looking to the future

• Consider what’s been successful
• Consider where we are at the moment
• Think about infrastructure
• Think about what can best be, or only, 

achieved by working collectively
• Don’t be wedded to the current way of doing 

things - must be prepared to change. 



Crossref at a crossroads

  Amy envisions that: 

"The Crossref of 2040 could be an even more robust, inclusive, 
and innovative consortium to create and sustain core 
infrastructures for sharing, preserving, and evaluating research 
information."

Source: https://scholarlykitchen.sspnet.org/2019/10/22/crossref-at-a-crossroads-all-roads-lead-to-crossref 

https://scholarlykitchen.sspnet.org/2019/10/22/crossref-at-a-crossroads-all-roads-lead-to-crossref/


In their own words
Wiley
Hindawi
Ukrinformnauka
Swiss National Science Foundation
CWTS, University of Leiden



Board 
election



Governance update

• In March the board voted to amend our bylaws, analyzing by 
revenue to split 16 seats 50/50 into ‘large’ or ‘small’

• Segmented this way we have ~40 large members & ~11,000 small

• Guidance was given to the Nominating Committee to propose a 
2019 slate consisting of one Revenue Tier 1 seat and four Revenue 
2 seats

• For 2020 the slate will inlcude four Revenue Tier 1 seats and two 
Revenue Tier 2 seats which will be about equal between 
representing Revenue Tier 1 and Revenue Tier 2



2019 candidate slate

For large (4 open seats)

• Clarivate Analytics
• Elsevier
• IOP Publishing
• Springer Nature
• Wiley

For small (1 open seat)

• eLife
• Royal Society



Workshop 
intro



Thursday’s workshops

W1: What is our mission and who do we serve?
W2: How are we sustained? 
W3: Therefore what priorities should change?



Almost there



Chat with someone you don’t know 

1. Which one thing is surprising from today?

2. What is the one key question facing Crossref right now?



Morning! 
Your work 
today





5 minutes: Introduce yourselves to each other - be brief!

10 minutes: Individually, read the current mission statement, statement of purpose in 
2000 at incorporation, and consider the community/membership makeup and 
representation. Write responses to the following questions on post-its (one idea/topic 
per post-it):

1. What is or isn’t clear to you?
2. Is anything missing?
3. Is there anything that you would remove?

15 minutes: As a group, place your post-its on to the large sheet of paper against the 
three questions, and discuss your responses

5 minutes: Group comments into themes, identify 3 key themes overall and prepare 
your report back. (report back for Pt1 & Pt 2 is 05:00 minutes in total)

W1.1: What is our mission and who do we serve?



10 minutes: Individually, look at the makeup of the membership, board & committees 
(crossref.org/committees & crossref.org/board-and-governance), and where staff 
expend most effort. Comment in response to the following questions on post-its (one 
idea/topic per post-it):

1. Looking at these, do you feel it positions the organization for the future?
2. Looking at the complexion of the board and committees, and considering 

the makeup of the membership, what, if anything, would you change?

10 minutes: As a group, place your post-its on to the large sheet of paper. When 
everyone has added their post-its, discuss your responses

5 minutes: Group post-its into themes, identify 3 key themes and prepare your report 
back (report back for Pt1 & Pt 2 is 05:00 minutes in total)

W1.2: What is our mission and who do we serve?



10 minutes: Individually, review the background material in the Fact File:
● Sustained revenue growth (p 19)
● Income and expenses (p 21)
● Distribution of revenue and content registered (p 23)
● Fee structure (crossref.org/fees)

Comment in response to the following questions on post-its (one idea/topic per 
post-it)

● Does anything surprise you about Crossref’s revenue streams?
● If there was one thing you could change about Crosserf’s revenue streams, what would it 

be?

25 minutes: As a group discuss and record comments in response to the following 
questions:

10 minutes: Identify key themes, on the Google slide, and prepare your report back 
(report back is 05:00 minutes)

W2: How are we sustained? (45 minutes)



10 minutes: Individually, review the strategic themes in the Fact File pages 27-33

40 minutes: Discuss the highest priorities for Crossref, in each strategic area. As a 
group, select up to 3 priorities per area and write these on the large printed sheet

10 minutes: Individually, place your bets on your highest priorities. Select the 5 
highest Group priorities (with the most chips) and prepare to discuss in your report 
back

(report back is 05:00 minutes)

W3: Therefore what priorities should change?











Improve our metadata Simplify and enrich existing services 

Adapt to expanding constituencies Collaborate and partner 

1 2 3
Develop a way for the 
community to report 
errors in metadata to the 
content owner and 
monitor fixing these 
errors



Wrap-up & 
next steps



Facilitators

Angela Maltseva

Tom Olijhoek

Carol Riccalton

Robert Wheeler

Mark Patterson

Catriona MacCallum

Graham McCann

Maxim Mitrofanov

Stephanie Dawson

Eefke Smit

Alice Meadows



Thanks


